INTRODUCTION: NATURE AND FUNCTION OF THE BACKGROUND PAPER

The purpose of the background paper is to summarise the context for the conference, and suggest several themes and hypotheses that could be debated and explored. The paper intends to provide a concise account of the position and conditions of culture in the region twenty years after the fall of communism in Europe, and to identify current trends. Special emphasis is placed on public culture policies. Further to the general description, particular attention is paid to two selected areas: cultural tourism and heritage on the one hand, and creativity and innovation on the other.

The paper is at the same time one of the first attempts to realise the goals set by the CultureWatchEurope initiative of the Council of Europe. The aim is to arrive at opinions substantiated by facts, by combining objective (evidence-based) and subjective (critical) approaches, wherever possible. The values are those generally advocated by the Council of Europe, and relate to cultural rights and responsibilities that are connected to democratic practice and societal progress. While identifying themselves with these general objectives, the authors are fully conscious about culture’s autonomous inherent values, and are aware of the risks in setting ideological tasks for culture and cultural policies.

The eastern half of the continent is in the main focus of the analysis, nonetheless in the broad European context, in the perspective of the unifying and integrating processes.

By “eastern half” of the continent the former communist bloc is meant, including the Caucasus and Russia, as well as countries that geographically and from some other aspects are considered to constitute Central Europe. For simplicity’s sake, the expressions of east and eastern will be used to denote these 24 countries, although for some people this usage appears to be superficial and even slightly offensive.

The application of expressions follows common “western” parlance in one more way. In a large part of east Europe the former regime is referred to as socialist, socialism. The use of communist, communism implies political adherence. Again for practical reasons, to avoid interference with actual social-democratic interpretation of socialist, the past regime will be called communist all along the text.

To achieve a sufficiently concrete analysis, indeed an analytical approach was followed. Instead of broad synthetic descriptions and characterisations, a more detailed investigation was made. Culture (cultural life, phenomena, policies etc.) was observed by segments. The selection of these segments (subject areas, topics) is a matter of convenience. Items can be

---

1 Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kosovo (not recognised by all as a sovereign country), Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia (officially denoted as Former Yugoslav Republic), Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine. For obvious reasons most of the statements and recommendations of this paper apply also to the eastern Länder of Germany.
merged or divided, new areas can be added, whichever composition offers the best perspective for grasping the essential aspects.

One can argue in the very name of convenience in favour of analysing by sector or branch of culture: dance, photography, museums, cinema etc. We believe, nevertheless, that one can arrive at more valid conclusions by cross-cutting sub-sectors. Furthermore, having in mind the conference, treatment by branch has a greater risk of dividing the participants’ attention and competence than by discussing horizontal issues.

The intention of guiding and motivating discussions at the conference made us break down the subject into a larger number of entries, in the hope of offering numerous hooks for concrete discussion. While the aim is of course to help reach consensual views, the division to so many issues allows for the articulation of diverging opinions at a number of questions.

Our procedure is similar to the SWOT analysis. Nevertheless, when that method is adapted strictly, often extremely fragmented texts are produced. In order to avoid this, Strengths and Opportunities have been combined into one group of Gains and Strengths (referring to the effects of the system change), while Weaknesses and Threats into Losses and Weaknesses.

The following table shows the structure of the analysis. As can be seen by the choice of the areas, we applied a fairly broad understanding of the scope of culture, which corresponds to the intentions of the organisers of the conference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gains and Strengths</td>
<td>Losses and Weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The position and status of culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Values, characteristics and orientation of culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cultural behaviour, and attempts to change habits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cultural inclusion, tackling mass cultural poverty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The role and impact of folkloric tradition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Culture in rural communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Old and new forms of cultural diversity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>What governments, regions and cities spend on culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>What citizens spend on culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>What businesses and charities spend on culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Civil society and culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Main features of public policy-making in culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Inherent and external goals for culture policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>The social functions of culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>The contribution of culture to the economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The role of culture in regional, urban and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>environmental development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Shaping the image of the nation, branding the city</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>The place of culture in the job market</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Governance in culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Cultural management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Education and career of culture professionals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Mobility in culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The structured approach obliges us to determine with regard to each area of culture and culture policy what has been gained since the regime change, and to identify the assets of post-communist European culture; then can we turn to defining the weaknesses, including eventual setbacks that were the effect of the collapse of the communist system.

The findings of the investigation are presented “line by line”, area after area. In each case the sequence of good side – poor side follows against each subject area. The intention has been that reading “column by column” should also produce useful results. The *gains and strengths* column will provide a compendium of the bright side: assets and prides with which the east enriches culture in Europe. And there will be an inventory of *losses and weaknesses*, what worries us the most in spite of the advances of the past twenty years.

The statements in the text are numbered. This serves practical purposes, to help orientation, and references during the conference. There is no cross-correspondence between the columns, thus 13 in *Gains & Strengths* does not correspond to item 13 in the *Losses & Weaknesses* list.

The great diversity of the available statistical and other information did not allow such a symmetrical editing of facts, whereby *graphs* could also be grouped evenly, to match and substantiate each respective subject area. The collection of illustrative graphs constitutes a separate part of the background paper.

We have acknowledged that while culture in our region has made historic advances after 1989, we cannot be satisfied with the relative improvement if compared with the rest of the world, and particularly with the rest of Europe. The *recommendations* are thus mainly geared towards an even better positioning of our cultures on the global and European arenas. The aim is to define a limited number of key issues, particularly relevant to the cultural policy making in these 24 countries.

At present, there are tentative drafts of seven recommendations, to be distilled by the conference. The *recommendations* are not addressed to policy makers only. We had all stakeholders of culture in east and central Europe in mind.

Recommendations of international conferences are by definition rather general. Therefore we complemented them with a larger list of *considerations for further reflection and action*. Even at the cost of arriving at a fairly eclectic list, we wanted to fit each recommendation – including narrow, technical matters – into the broader context. There is never a shortage in wishes and advice regarding culture policies. The actual list of suggestions emerged during the writing of the 88 statements on the losses and weaknesses perceived about culture and culture policies in the eastern half of the continent, twenty years after the regime change. Regardless whether a greater or smaller part applies to the rest of Europe or any other part of the world, and being aware that the items can be added endlessly, this list has been found as the collection of the most relevant points for a culture policy agenda in east and central Europe. The order is from the general, visionary issues towards the more technical subjects. Nevertheless we tried to avoid too general wishes that point higher than the realistically accessible decision making level.

This paper has been edited and written by Péter Inkei. Nevertheless it is not a single author work. Milena Dragičević-Šešić, Mikhail Gnedovsky and Baiba Tjarve took part from the early stages and besides helping with comments they also contributed actual texts. Vesna Čopić and Cornelia Dümcke commented and gave advice at repeated stages, while Zsuzsa Hunyadi provided help throughout the entire process. As the saying properly goes, I am to blame for all weaknesses of this paper, a considerable part – and easily most of the virtues – has been contributed to it by these six people.
PREFACE: WHERE DID WE ARRIVE? WHICH WAY TO GO FORWARD?

The reunification of Europe opened up a new era for culture, and new challenges for cultural policies in the (what in time turned out to be) two dozen countries on the eastern half of the continent. There were instant sharp changes with the turn of political power and with the advent of the new democratic regimes; other transformations have taken longer course to exert important effects. Some hopes and concerns about the new conditions had been expressed at the early stages of the transformation and were later confirmed, other phenomena became visible and have prevailed in the recent past only. How to draw a balance of the two decades of transition?

In the long run, most probably, the fundamental advances and progress (the gains and strengths) will dominate the historic memory about culture in the post-communist countries in the period between 1989-2009.

A moment of jubilee, however, should be a moment for taking stock of future steps. We have therefore placed greater emphasis on the other side of the balance. East Europe has definitely made enormous progress – related especially to its own conditions in and before 1989. An overview of the losses and weaknesses after the past two decades nevertheless tells us that the position of our culture with regard to the rest of the world, and particularly to the rest of Europe, has improved less than desirable and possible. This is where our recommendations, concluding the surveying of strengths and weaknesses, are mainly anchored.

Twenty years of culture in about twenty-four countries is one story only from a large distance in time and space, or with brutal simplification. Therefore the reader cannot expect from us a continuous narrative about a homogenous subject. Where are the main lines of rupture?

The first division is between groups of countries. This would also happen if we were to present the same twenty years in the western part of the continent, where north is different from south, Latin tradition from the Anglo-Saxon one, and so on. Nevertheless, between countries in the west, the basic trend in cultural habits, output and policies has been that of convergence during the past twenty years. The eastern region, on the other hand, has shown a large degree of internal divergence. Disparities in the conditions of culture have been widening between groups of countries in the past twenty years. The east-west slope has kept being more disadvantageous for the eastern ends, while some pockets in Central Europe and the Baltic countries are hardly discernible from the rich “kernel Europe”.

Considering the level of transparency and coherence of cultural policies, the role of the state and other actors, the following groups of countries can be discerned:

- The Baltic and Visegrad countries plus Slovenia have completed the processes of transition, complemented with Croatia whose cultural system and policy is the closest to the accomplishments of the Central European countries.
- Policy goals and measures are less clear and coherent in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus and Moldova, representing a conglomerate of socialist and capitalist tendencies taking both good and bad sides of both systems, including corruption, with strong tendencies of introvert self-sufficiency.
• Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia and Montenegro demonstrate declarative approaches towards European standards in policy making, still with many inherited elements from the previous system (like state publishing companies, for example, or largely dysfunctional network of cultural institutions).

• In Georgia and Armenia cultural policy making is mainly inward looking and dominated by nationalism; and similar tendencies prevent Macedonia to be treated along the previous group.

• Bosnia, Kosovo, Albania do not have sufficiently coherent cultural policies and are little integrated into European schemes.

• Finally Azerbaijan claims to follow European principles but the actual performance, with patronising dictatorial features, is more similar to that of Russia or Belarus.

Faced with this heterogeneity, and acknowledging that these distances have increased across the twenty years, the authors of this analysis have undertaken to clarify the east European specifics. Are there important common features that justify their treatment as one group?

Since the nature of the analysis (and of the conference) relates to culture policies, our search did not focus on “culture” as such. We did not want to highlight the most important or characteristic cultural achievements in east Europe in the past twenty years. Nor did we intend to provide an authentic picture of cultural life and habits in the region. We sought, however, to identify those phenomena that have implications for culture policies, and are shared by these two dozen countries – or by their majority.

We had anticipated that there are certain specifics – and we find this hypothesis proven. We think that there are a considerable number of conditions that are common to east European societies, which call for similar culture policy responses, which to a lesser or greater extent differ from broader European (or global) priorities.

The identification of eastern specifics goes together with the recognition that the overarching agenda for east European societies is to follow a common course. An obvious compendium of the common ideals is the European Cultural Convention, to which all countries are parties.

An important issue, however, is to determine which features of cultural life and performance in east Europe are determined, and to what extent, by which common historical legacy. What is due to the recent communist rule, and what is the product of our peripheral geopolitical position? As time passes, the latter determinations are gaining momentum: eastern specifics must be attributed more to century old fates than to the harms done by communist totalitarianism. Before they became subject to the failed and cruel experiment of state-socialism, all these countries had gone through periods without national independence, autonomy, even legitimacy (except Russia) – attributes that their western counterparts have possessed for ever, or for a longer time (except for a few war years). Economic backwardness and memories of subjugation, both communist and older, add up in what we can define as specifics for east Europe.

The common eastern course may also imply a common cause. Sharing similar histories, as well as opportunities and constraints, should encourage the search for joint actions. If each of our countries runs the risk of functioning as a second rate market segment for the products of global cultural industries and a reservoir of cheap culture workers, we should seek ways of jointly improving our image, and exploiting our potentials, aiming at more substantial and direct contribution to an attractive, diverse, creative and successful Europe; a Europe that culturally incorporates its entire eastern half more fully.
The previous paragraphs also prove that analysing culture in Eastern Europe of these days is impossible without comparing and contrasting it to that of the most developed core of the continent. Nevertheless, beyond a certain point, such a matching exercise becomes monotonous, and it carries the threat of losing sight of the original, individual traces of cultures in the east. Furthermore, it can even lead to an attitude of imitation and inferiority, albeit subconsciously. At any rate, this is what the authors are trying to avoid – consciously.

Closer observation also reveals the inflexion points during the past twenty years. In every country the shock and confusion of the early transition period was followed by some degree of consolidation. This is what really distinguishes the different groups of countries from one another. Consolidation usually coincided with economic recovery: when for instance national GDP reached pre-1989 levels. In most countries this took place around the millennium, which comfortably divides the past twenty years into 20th and 21st century phases. In some countries, however, wars and other turbulent events (like the 1997 riots in Albania) set different time tables. There are places where “consolidation” has produced so little that it can be used in quotation marks only.

Sadly, we are all witnessing the next inflexion point now, brought about by the world economic crisis. Defining or forecasting its impact on culture in east Europe was not our original task. We do believe, however, that taking stock of the past twenty years, and identifying culture policy priorities can contribute to being more successful in facing new threats and challenges. Our analysis and the concluding recommendations imply that the task is not just to define how culture can best survive the crisis, but also how culture can best help our societies in surmounting the crisis.
### ANALYSIS OF STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Areas</th>
<th>Discussion Gains and Strengths</th>
<th>Discussion Losses and Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. The position and status of culture | 1. On the eastern half of Europe, in the majority of countries it is still a living (albeit historical) memory that culture played a vital role in national revival, in making of a nation in the modern sense, or in re-gaining sovereignty. This legacy lends culture a different standing than in the west. Treating the protection and development of culture as a common public cause, a responsibility of public authorities (especially the state), is accepted naturally and generally.  
2. Under communism culture served for mental resistance and civic pride, emblematic actors of the regime change included many cultural personalities, which contributed to the prestige of culture.  
3. Culture has lately been increasingly recognised also as a factor of development and welfare, and this has corroborated its political status. | 1. The traditional prestige enjoyed by culture is mostly manifested in symbolic (rhetoric) ways only and is seldom reflected in the political and budgetary priorities.  
2. When national or local communities set major strategic tasks, these rarely relate to culture. Culture is rarely considered to be a strategic field, a change agent; often the contrary: a medium against change, an ornament losing its reflective power. Recreation, tranquility and satisfaction are sooner associated to it than tension, excitement or hard-earned success. Culture has not been seriously involved in tackling the global economic crisis (other than worrying about its effect on the sector). |
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2. **Values, characteristics and orientation of culture** | 4. There are kinds of cultural values that enjoy particularly high respect in the eyes of east-European societies. This applies to national heritage, especially in traditional art forms (literature, music, theatre, painting, sculptures, folklore etc.). Often language is considered to be the eminent cement of the nation. This esteem of culture stems from old historical determinations but in many ways was reinforced by the communist decades, too. In the communist ideology culture played a prominent role, which position was kept till the end - at least at the level of lip service. In the last phase of communism this was further strengthened by nationalist cultural revival in many places.  
5. In the 90s particular interest was expressed towards counter-cultural phenomena in the former regime and towards personalities in exile or prohibited during the communist era.  
6. Successful efforts have been taken to adapt cultural products to contemporary taste, to the trends of societies of ‘spectacle’ where the focus is on image and event production, and to bring desirable images and couch them in spectacular settings.  
7. New values and tastes appear manifested in many contemporary art forms, interdisciplinary projects and festival formats. Overcoming the former isolation, the often forcefully provincial value hierarchies, the local canons can now be set against global cultural references. |
| 3. Cultural values are predominantly conservative. This is largely true about the general public and various funders, too. Policy priorities reflect this state by the strong emphasis on national heritage (including myths of limited authenticity), reinforcement of unified canons and identities, and by preferring traditional (classical) mainstream genres and works.  
4. Outstanding achievements of 20\textsuperscript{th} c. avant-garde and modernism in east Europe are little capitalised on.  
5. Contemporary, innovative genres have harder life here than in the rest of Europe. Support received from western donors often makes these genres treated and rejected as alien and being threats to national culture.  
6. Notwithstanding the basic introvert nature of culture policies, orientations have, after the regime change, turned towards the west. (Such a degree of unipolar orientation last prevailed a hundred years earlier.) Interest towards the closer neighbourhood of nations has weakened. Few effective inter-regional connections have emerged or have been re-created so far. |
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>European integration, globalisation and technological advances have opened up new and wide avenues towards the works of universal culture. The cultural behaviour of the people in east Europe has grown closer to western patterns. Already the early signs of economic and social consolidation allowed for large groups of people to appropriate culture habits that earlier had, for a number of reasons, been beyond reach for them. The latest cultural trends and products (films, media programmes, books etc.) of world production can be accessed practically without the delays and bans customary in previous historical periods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>The young have been particularly quick to acquire new cultural behaviour and consumption patterns. Their cultural tastes and habits are getting close to – and sometimes fully coincide with – those of the same cohorts in western Europe, or the entire world, for that matter, which is a potential for co-operation, progress and innovation in culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Cultural behaviour patterns are to a great extent product of school education. Curricula include subjects like literature, arts, sometimes cinema, and the network of specialised art classes or parallel music schools is quite widespread (and deserves protection).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>As censorship and top down patronising control of the cultural offer disappeared, and with the quick development of the entertainment businesses, the cultural consumption patterns changed dramatically, allowing more for commercially provided mass products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Cultural institutions and programmes exert limited attraction because they very slowly adjust themselves most of them neglect marketing work and audience development adapted to the new patterns of cultural behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>People watch television longer than the European average. Media regulations, or their lacunas, allow for imported and domestic low-budget productions, often in pirate manner. Satellite broadcasting, even when it includes commercial television channels, has made limited impact (except in times of political crises or wars).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>The school systems offer very few initiatives that shape cultural habits of the young with good efficiency and at a considerably wide scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>The generation gap in tastes and habits appears to be wider than in the west, owing to the larger part of youth following converging global culture patterns, which happens to a much smaller scale among the senior age groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>The culture of the new rich, typically lavish and vulgar, has acquired great influence, through advertising and glossy magazines, on the less prosperous layers of society.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4. Cultural inclusion, tackling mass cultural poverty | 11. Advance of technology has broadened the possibilities of cultural consumption and participation also for the poorest groups in society.  
12. Programmes of culture for social change, introduced and implemented mainly as an initiative of international donors and partners were enriching experience for local cultural institutions that on some occasions have been continued. |
| --- | --- |
| 13. With the collapse of low effective industry and agriculture, large segments of society lost the relative security that communism provided (especially employment). In a number of countries masses of Roma population share this fate.  
14. Extensive depression areas came about. The unemployed, the elderly, inhabitants in disadvantaged geographic surroundings etc. are large groups of losers of transition who got – or have remained – outside of the scope of culture as conventionally defined. Culture institutions have largely failed to tackle the problems of the culturally most deprived groups. There is no evidence about major successful targeted outreach programmes and audience development projects.  
15. Particularly desperate are the cultural prospects in the areas that were devastated by enforced or spontaneous ethnic cleansing, accelerated migration and turning into social ghettos. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5. The role and impact of folkloric tradition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>The processes of nation building attributed inherent identity values to the people (<em>das Volk</em>), especially to the peasantry. Study, care and respect of traditional peasant culture is therefore a typical component of nation building and reinforcement of patriotic attitudes. Pieces of peasant folklore are generally considered to be pure and authentic manifestations of the soul of the nation (and increasingly of regions, too) and serve for inspiration for contemporary creators as well. Folkloric motives and impacts are applied by modern artists in search of distinction and originality, and not just as payment of tribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Traces of classic folklore are easier to identify and reproduce than in western Europe. There are geographic and social pockets with traditional (mainly rural) communities that still practice considerable amount of folkloric culture: economic activities, habits, instruments, clothes and artforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Based partly on traditional rural folklore and on modern popular entertaining, urban folklore is lively and in most places (especially in the Balkans) is increasing its popularity. It has important cohesive and identity function even when more entertaining and commercial than artistic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Folklore is all too often superficially identified with the purest essence of the nation. Many of its artistic adaptations and commercialisation are deceptive and fake. The double motivation of national ideology and tourism interests usually exert distorting effects on the manifestations of both surviving folklore and its contemporary uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Public authorities are inclined to support folkloric arts that exploit clichés of questionable authenticity, which diverts funding from the more creative projects that apply folklore motives in contemporary contexts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Culture in rural communities

16. The spectacular advances of telecommunication offer unprecedented access to information and culture in more and more remote areas. Libraries have benefited from these opportunities, many of them are on the way to become multifunctional community and cultural centres. Owing to these developments, much of the traditional handicap in rural living conditions, which was also manifested in cultural demands, offer and habits, has decreased.

17. Culture has reinforced its role of local cohesion, identity and pride, a vehicle of self-celebration in rural communities.

18. As cities are moving in the direction of post-industrial economy, villages are exploring the possibilities of post-agricultural future, where, at least in some cases, culture would play a key role (artistic residences, rural museums, open air festivals etc.) The rediscovery of the values of rural environment both for permanent settling and for the occasional tourist visitor, has in the later years gathered considerable momentum which enhanced increased care for the environment and appreciation for local identity and heritage.

18. Cultural activities in villages and small towns encountered a number of challenges after the regime change. The former structures of agriculture, including the kolkhoz type of collective production largely disappeared, and private farming offers stability for a shrinking minority only. Organised group visits to the cultural institutions in the regional centres, to fairs and other events or larger cities – typical of the communist era – have discontinued.

19. Smaller settlements have lost many (often all) of their public institutions – especially cultural – and many of the young inhabitants. Public transport is rapidly dwindling. Motivation for a fuller life declines.

20. Telecommunication multiplies exposure to national and global culture but prevents the development of local culture. With the spread of means of technology – especially television – the demand for traditional joint leisure activities have decreased, consuming culture became a home pastime. Where local stimuli are scarce, only remote control culture prevails. Opportunities for out-of-home culture are usually poorer than before the regime change.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7. Old and new forms of cultural diversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19. After (or to prevent) cataclysms of co-habiting cultures, tolerance and respect have become the official policies. Rampant discrimination and the policy of cultural assimilation (widespread in the late national-communist era) ceased to prevail, subjugated cultures got recognised or re-discovered, taboos got weaker. The cultural rights of minorities have been enacted and respected – although this shows great variations among the 24 countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Most of the formerly monopolistic associations of minorities – structures inherited from the previous regime – survived, but the actual scene is more characterised by a multiplicity of civil society forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. International players have been particularly active in promoting intercultural cooperation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. There are a number of good examples to prove that culture can help bridge differences even in the area of the most challenging ethnic tensions. The flowering of Roma art (especially in music) has acted as a catalytic factor towards majority societies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Although many of the 24 countries represent heterogeneous cultural mosaics, public authorities tend to put the main emphasis on the dominant culture and do not typically see the cultures of minority ethnic groups as part of the cultural richness of the place. Ethnocentrism is widespread. Both the majorities and minorities perceive each other as threats. Even in peaceful zones, these phenomena persist in more or less latent forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Due to the official policies or on their own initiative, minorities are often confined into folkloristic ghettos or curio reservoirs as distinct from the dominant culture, on their own initiative. As a result, mono-cultural projects prevail, also in the cultural minority support policies. This practice sometimes stresses the dividing lines between ethnic communities, especially in the cities. The idea of intercultural dialogue, interaction between cultures and even their hybridisation, which forms the base of contemporary intercultural approach, has little influence on the political agenda.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23. After the hardest early years of economic and social transformation, the percentage of cultural spending in the central state budgets regained the share that they had had before. The mechanisms of public support for culture have become more flexible and diverse. Along with direct subsidies given to public institutions, the governments have developed various grant schemes from which independent cultural operations can benefit, too. In addition to the current subsidy covering routine expenses of an organisation, grants for experimental programmes and projects are available also in the public sector.

24. As a result of devolution, the accumulated spending of municipalities (and in some cases of the regions) is becoming the decisive amount in public support for culture. Since the total sum of local spending grew quicker than the purchase value of the often diminishing central cultural budgets, the overall balance of the twenty years of public cultural spending has been slightly improving.

23. The culture sector is excessively dependent on the public authorities as regards management and public support. Disproportional share of subsidies goes on the running of institutions, and within this on payrolls. Public budgets on every level are rarely used to support the independent cultural organisations and initiatives belonging to the third sector.

24. The lower GDPs of these 24 countries have an impact on culture also in the public sphere. The disposable share of community budgets to spend on culture rarely matches what cities or regions can afford in richer countries in the west, in terms of urban regeneration, cultural sites or events. The emerging economic crisis threatens with heavy reductions.

25. The subsidy side gets the main attention: all parties concerned tend to treat the income or revenue side as an unpleasant toll only.

26. The mechanism of public-private partnerships in funding projects has not been developed enough to provide diverse multi-source funding in the cultural field.
9. What citizens spend on culture

25. The difficult and critical early transition period was characterised by sharp declines in spending on culture. With relative consolidation, several groups of the population have become able to spend regularly on culture. This is reflected by the increase of the sales and consumption statistics of various cultural goods and services.

26. The new, or the reinforced old middle class represents a considerable demand and purchase power for cultural manifestations that earlier only western societies could afford: concert tours, expensive exhibitions etc.

27. The groups of millionaires and billionaires constitute a new type of customers and consumers of culture, which has contributed to the strengthening (or birth) of a few exquisite segments of cultural trade: auction houses, top level art galleries etc.

28. Inhabitants of other parts of the world also spend on our culture: in the frames of tourism, and in paying for exported products and services of culture.

27. The lower GDPs have an impact on culture with regard to individual spending, too. In spite of cheaper local goods and services, their cost expressed in e.g. minutes of salaried work, usually reflects the handicap of the eastern citizen in accessing to internationally acknowledged products – books, records, concerts, films, exhibitions, festivals etc. This relative misery was the hardest at the early transition period when certain cultural fields were particularly disfavoured by historical turbulences, and because people spent much of their disposable money on the formerly forbidden cultural products, suddenly flooding the markets.

28. The limits of the local culture markets represent serious constraints for cultural operations where the box office revenue is a considerable factor of existence or development.

29. The strategy of expanding cultural markets through culture tourism development is hampered by poor infrastructure, lack of co-operation among the stakeholders, and the frequent reluctance of cultural institutions to make their offer more appropriate for the tourist market.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10. What businesses and charities spend on culture | 29. Under communism artificial forms of 'business sponsorship' prevailed: state companies and co-operatives were obliged to run libraries, houses of culture etc, and to 'patronise' culture in other ways. The regime change opened up ways for modern forms of business sponsorship. Cultural organisations adapted to this by developing fundraising skills and an ability to approach businesses and foundations and motivate them to support cultural activities or projects. A number of companies and banks have also adopted western know-how in the field of sponsorship: corporations have established foundations, grants, transparent priorities and criteria. Lately the social dimension of business support has increased.  
30. Support from private resources has grown to be a vital source in certain segments of culture. From the late 1990s several countries have produced laws that define the various forms and are meant to induce both business support and acts of philanthropy to good causes, including culture. Although boundaries between various legal forms of private support are often blurred, this causes little hindrance.  
31. The scale of donations from private individuals continues to expand, reaching instances of extraordinary spending by the rich, some of these of considerable importance for the advancement of the best values of culture.  
30. Sponsorship and charity, including ‘corporate social responsibility’, is of low level, due to lack of traditions, to poor fundraising skills in culture organisations, and to the absence of enlightened managers, but above all to the limited number of financially powerful and autonomous businesses, including banks and corporate funds or foundations.  
31. Significant partnership is realised mainly between big corporations and big national cultural institutions. It is less common between the small and medium-size cultural and business organisations, especially in the provinces.  
32. Instead of indirectly facilitating the relationships between business and cultural organisations, the authorities often play a proactive role, directly matching partners from the two sectors. As a result, business supports cultural organisations not because it expects advantages from the sponsorship deal but with the main aim to demonstrate its loyalty to the political power. |
32. The third sector sprung up as if from zero and has become a decisive component of the cultural life. In a number of areas civic initiatives, including entrepreneurial ones, changed the scarcity of the former period into a surplus of offer overnight: books, performances, records (illegal though in a great part) etc. Some of these operations gradually grew from civic to second sector business phenomena.

33. The old formal and monopolistic artistic unions have either transformed into democratic associations or were replaced by new professional networks and organisations. These act as vehicles of professional communication, promotion of best practice and facilitation of innovation and change.

34. The emerging alternative art spaces and groups have been important sources of creativity and channels of innovative ideas. They are particularly important at international co-operation and exchanges.

35. Lately an even looser kind of independent self-organised practice has entered the scene. Heavily reliant on personal networks and nodes of information and migration, these practices (sometimes labeled as fourth sector) have become a central force in the shaping of cultural activity, increasingly recognised even in the media.

36. Volunteering under communism was voluntary mostly in name only, and lacked the autonomous will of citizens: this practice has gone through the necessary transformation from a command society to democratic environment and true volunteering has begun to catch up in numbers.

37. The legacy of the communist period is particularly hard in this respect: the handicap in civil society activeness is a soring reality. The absence of living traditions curbs the demand for, and the experience in transforming civic needs into action. Community and neighbourhood activities lack the established frames of a free democracy. Volunteering in the western sense had to start from zero and it still lacks the necessary social prestige and acknowledgement, as well as the experiences and the administrative framework.

38. Instead of being perceived as partners to the government, complementing the work of the traditional institutions, exploring new grounds and even acting as the public policy agencies, third sector cultural organisations are too often considered as rivals and troublemakers. It is not often that they can collaborate with the state-subsidised organisations.

39. In the absence of stable mechanisms for supporting newly emerging independent networks and third sector organisations from public budgets, these operate with no or low budget. Lack of sustainability is a crucial problem.

40. A common problem for cultural NGOs is lack of appropriate office space (and space for workshops, exhibitions, rehearsals, performances, etc.), as they are rarely able to pay a commercial rent. For this reason, many cultural NGOs lead homeless or nomadic life.

41. Cultural NGOs often lack skills necessary to handle the managerial, financial and legal problems; they are often unable to survive organisational crises.

42. With the gradual increase of commissioning or other form of involvement of third sector agencies by the state, they have begun to lose the critical stance towards state and market.

43. The democratic deficit is particularly felt as the weak civic control over the processes of defining and implementing culture policies. Culture professionals rarely express their interests in effective, organised ways.
12. Main features of public policy-making in culture

37. Regime change brought about an active search for new models of culture policies, including new techniques and procedures. This search ranged from the negation of culture policies to revival of pre-war, pre-communism patterns, but above all an eager study of western examples. The liberal policies of anglo-saxon countries had the greatest impact. Some elements of those were adapted or at least served as main point of orientation in the east of Europe.

38. At first, public policies were predominantly focused on the traditional public institutions (museums, theatres, libraries, etc.), which were perceived both as the end and the means of the cultural policy of the administration. Later, the scope of policies has expanded to include the independent sector – embracing both not-for-profit and commercial cultural organisations – where government sought to support activities going in line with its priorities. At the same time, reform of public institutions was started aiming at their conversion into more independent entities, thus making the public sector more open to the demands of the public and to networking with other organisations.

39. Parallel to culture keeping its position in the political credos, the youthful independent scene developed its own bottom-up cultural policies. This often challenged, sometimes complemented the official cultural policies. Forward looking culture policies in the region owe much to the ideas born and cultivated by these alternative ateliers. The Council of Europe, the chain of Soros foundations, and culture diplomacy institutions of some western countries played an important role in advocating progressive culture policies.

40. The reformist wave of the early years was followed by a gradual regression to routines. Protecting the status quo became stronger than innovation. The main focus of culture policies is on institutions and buildings that are maintained by regular subsidies usually assigned on the basis of established patterns and vested interests. The absence of search for new solutions is concealed by an overproduction of regulatory materials and “strategies”. Culture budgets are rarely based on evaluating prior programmes or setting clear (new) objectives and criteria.

41. Inertia goes hand in hand with limited competence, which works against the effectiveness of public cultural policies – in a world when increasing diversification diminishes the influence of public cultural policies anyway. There are few successful instances of joint policy actions with other sectors. On the whole, rare are the examples where conscious culture policy measures exert lasting, strategic impact on any area or aspect of culture (or life). Culture policies are usually reactive; in worse cases even non-responding.

42. There is still an invisible wall separating the traditional, state-supported institutions and the independent sector, although there are no legal obstacles any more for equal treatment and collaboration.

43. The shift towards local (regional and city) levels is not accompanied by the same shift of attention to local strategy making and planning. Devolution is often a form of getting rid of central or national responsibilities.

44. Public policy-making is little transparent. In fact, the professional and lay public rarely insists on more openness and citizen interaction. There are few substantial debates on cultural issues. Neither are they discussed or questioned in the media.
40. With the regime change culture lost its ideological chains and cultural actors have acquired more freedom to pursue intrinsic values. There is no constraint to fill culture policies with economic and societal duties and planning targets at various (national, regional and local) levels.

41. At the same time, a new notion of the instrumental value of culture is becoming recognised, especially on the local level. The new rhetoric of the impact of culture on the investment climate, image of a place, urban regeneration, prevention of social conflicts, etc., is entering the political discourse. The growing attention to creative industries has accelerated these processes. Culture has lately become valued not only for its own sake but also as means to achieving this broader set of goals.

45. The traditional, static image of culture works against the search for new objectives and priorities, and for re-defined justification of public resources for culture. This, combined with the fear of ideological loading that was discredited during communism, results in general, vague definitions of culture policy goals, and thus produces policies with limited effect.

46. No rhetoric has been developed to advocate culture except the necessity to ‘rescue’ or ‘save from oblivion’ its inherent ‘spiritual values’. Few disputes go beyond these arguments to stress and articulate the role of culture in meeting current social or economic challenges. Doing culture is justified by itself as good for the nation and the community. As a result, culture is perceived rather as a ‘sacred cow’ consuming some part of the taxpayers’ money which appears more of a decent toll than as investing in a sector where useful work is being done.

47. When there are definite culture policy objectives, these are rarely defined in specific and clear targets. The use of indicators, benchmarks, monitoring and accounting are little spread and developed.

48. The impact, the lasting effect of culture policies is rarely evaluated. The absence of objectives or result oriented targets reinforces the homeostatic nature of culture policies, their main effort being the maintenance of achieved structures.
### 14. The social functions of culture

| 42. | The age of the enlightenment strengthened the social function of culture, emphasising the plebeian aspect at the expense of the aristocratic. Educating and raising the lower classes was an important component of the 19th-century nation-building in these countries, too. It took various forms, from providing access to cultural works (especially standard pieces of national and global canon) for the poor, to offering opportunities of participating in culture, in the frames of special public institutions et cetera. By necessity of the still detectable (and partly re-emerging) backwardness, the historic mission of culture towards progress prevails in the east to a greater extent than in western Europe. This is still reflected by the significant share of socio-cultural programmes and institutions in the various culture budgets, especially at the local levels. The democratisation of culture continues to be an active agenda all over the region. |
| 43. | The networks of 'houses of culture' (or cultural centres) were created eminently for related purposes. Although they collected the stigma of communist propaganda stations, in most countries the existing infrastructure and professional staff has been kept and transformed into new, democratic forms. |
| 44. | The ethos of caring for the culture of the community and the self is gaining momentum in the middle classes, surviving the fake egalitarianism and collectivism of the former decades. |

<p>| 49. | The dichotomy of aristocratic and plebeian culture policies has lately lost much of its relevance, partly transforming into high and low; similarly to avant-garde and classical turning into innovative and mainstream; with strong convergence and hybridisation in the postmodern age. These processes are less advanced than in the west, and therefore in the east the distances between the cutting edge avant-garde elite and the average mass are larger. |
| 50. | The middle class remained (or became) passive in the first phase of regime change, also in its cultural aspirations. |
| 51. | The paradigmatic change from the top-down democratisation of culture to cultural democracy – that is from access to the promotion of autonomous participation and empowerment – has affected eastern culture policies only superficially. Indeed, it is nowhere the dominant factor of the social aspect of culture policies. |
| 52. | The traditional cultural democratisation, too, lost most of its momentum during the difficult transition period. The actual social strategy component of the culture policies in the east European societies and communities in most cases are unconvincing conglomerates of concepts like inclusion, cohesion or equality. (Differently from the historical antecedents of 19th and early 20th c. modernising efforts, as well as from the communist ‘cultural revolution’, whose goals were more focused.) |
| 53. | Pseudo-classical or fake-folkloric forms of the amateur art as cultivated in the communist times have not transformed into the full-fledged contemporary version of community art activities. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15. The contribution of culture to the economy</th>
<th>45. A few genres had a short lived bonanza immediately after the regime change. Newly established, often semi-legal publishers and booksellers had good sales of formerly unaccessible and hastily produced publications all over eastern Europe. Such activities contributed to the first million of quite a few entrepreneurs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46. Today culture represents a non-negligible share among the branches of the economies of these countries. Worth for singling out is what cultural tourism, computer games, digital animation, film production, sales of books and records etc. add to gross national / domestic product. Recognition of the potential of culture for the economy results in redefining cultural policies, carrying out systematic mapping, and devising synergies with other sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47. Due to the prestige of culture, the majority of the cultural infrastructure was saved from the initial stages of ‘wild market’ privatisation. Their buildings, spaces and collections are an asset also in economic terms, and a resource to rely upon in the course of development of the new policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48. The prevailing conservative elitism (that was reinforced in the old regime by the Stalinist anti-market dogmas) separates culture from the economy in most minds. At the earlier stages of transformation, debates on ‘commercialisation’ versus ‘preservation of true spiritual values’ distorted the perception of the input of culture to the economic development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49. Where the interaction of culture and economy got, however, acknowledged, slogans have rarely been translated into practical strategies that would aim at a win-win relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50. The overall balance of commercial cultural exchange with the rest of the world remains negative: east European countries consume considerably more than what they export, whether in the conventional way of cross border customs traffic or in other forms of generating national revenue (e.g. touring).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51. The widespread adoption of ‘creative sector’, ‘culture industries’ and related terms into the culture policy rhetoric has only rarely resulted into relevant analysis or complex treatment of culture industries. Culture, as well as creative industries, is rarely mentioned in the discussions on the development of the post-industrial innovative economy, unlike scientific and hi-tech research or financial services that receive a great deal of attention from policy-makers (and the media).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52. The few creative clusters that have emerged in some places remain, in the majority of cases, private initiatives that have little to do with either economic or cultural agenda of the urban development policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16. The role of culture in regional, urban and environmental development

48. The irresponsible attitude and miserable resources vis-a-vis the environment and the look of towns and villages – typical of the previous regime – was replaced by policies that acknowledged these values and goals. Owing to the devolution of political administration and of command over development resources to regions and towns, the relative share spent on such kinds of investment has kept growing. Investments have focused on the most exposed city centres and sites. Growing amounts of funding were directed towards the protection of built and natural heritage. The first complex programmes of post-industrial revitalisation appeared. In some places urban development allowed for the construction of valuable architectural landmarks, involving a few architects of world fame.

49. Specific cultural investments include the construction of new flagship institutions or the modernisation of old ones: concert halls, museums, houses of culture etc.

50. Following the post-industrial trends, creative quarters or clusters consisting of independent culture businesses and organisations have been established in a number of former factories and other derelict industrial buildings. In addition to their cultural impact, these clusters have potentials for creating economic value added.

51. Travel restrictions having lifted, the mobility of people added to the desire to raise the appeal of practically every city and region. Besides built environment, products like exhibitions, festivals etc. were developed. The few European Cultural Months, and later European Capitals of Culture have been important catalysts of such investments.

52. Public resources were complemented by private investment and in some cases by western aid. In case of member states, a few cultural infrastructure projects have enjoyed considerable sums from the European Union.

59. The greater part of the region is off the beaten paths of global tourism. Therefore investing into urban regeneration with the aim of drawing more visitors can be less promising than in western Europe.

60. In the attempts to use culture for urban regeneration, the role of the independent creative sector is usually underestimated and resources are directed mainly to the improvement of the traditional infrastructure (museums, libraries, theatres, concert halls, etc.).

61. The construction of cultural buildings – whether small culture houses or big flagship investments – is rarely followed up by proper cultural programming. After inauguration, inappropriate resources serve the cultural activities. Sometimes even basic maintenance of the building is neglected.

62. Aspiration for new landmarks often runs into putting up prestige buildings from public funds, with little care about functionality, expenses etc. This is especially typical of the easternmost fringe of the continent, where civic control is weaker against investments that mirror political power, and which are supposed to express sovereignty and identity, often in a ‘classical’ tradition.
53. In the past twenty years, the greater part of the national, regional and local communities have lived with the freedom to demonstrate sovereignty and identity, later economic consolidation. Cultural investments, seasons and festivals celebrate the newly regained independence and autonomy (or contribute to newly carved identity and self-assurance).

54. In the former regime, there were a few appointed leaders who could achieve cultural strength and individuality for their cities. Decentralisation, the restitution of local autonomy has opened the chances for such endeavours for all cities. The past few years have demonstrated accelerated efforts for the expression of local pride, through urban development, creating landmarks (often in the form of cultural infrastructure), capitalising on built and spiritual heritage, launching new festivals etc. Towns are becoming neat and attractive, and their individual features are increasingly emphasised. It is acknowledged that a country (region, city) is valued for its brand and market worth. Places increasingly want to be closely identified with a cultural feature (genre, event, product, personality etc). Some of these developments and initiatives have been integrated into the local cultural tissue and gained far-reaching fame.

55. The desire for recognition has also upgraded features of contemporary culture that promise international fame and visibility.

63. Branding the place (nation, region or city) has an excessive proportion in culture policies, at the expense of serving the citizens of their own. Culture diplomacy efforts: organising seasons and maintenance of infrastructure often have questionable cost-impact efficiency in terms of both promoting the place or the advancement of culture.

64. Also ‘at home’, cultural offer for visitors is typically isolated from local life. Instead of developing vibrant local culture, placing effort on contemporary, innovative genres, image making concentrates on the past – and often on imagined, artificial recollections.

65. Focusing on past glory and indigenous cultural achievement usually lack skills and self-recognition, and thus rarely has the required impact. Symptoms of colonial attitudes have sprung up, cultivating folkloric façade, fake bucolic milieu, and false myth management in efforts to fascinate.

66. Efforts to highlight present and past values of a place are usually selective, little generous towards non-dominant or past cultural components.

67. Flagship culture projects considered as emblematic for branding, are politicians’ favourites, and often divert excessives resources needed for the development of cultural infrastructure, better programming of existing institutions and support of creative initiatives.
| 18. The place of culture in the job market | 56. In the former system practically everyone was employed by the state. Even individual artists were linked to the state through the membership of the monopolistic professional unions. Like the entire workforce, the numbers of culture workers were also centrally planned, regulated by the enrolment figures of education. Cultural institutions were admittedly over-staffed, nevertheless many of these professionals were equipped with valuable knowledge acquired through high level education (where most people remained intact of the communist agitprop stuff). The human capital embodied in these people is still an asset.

57. After the turn, the sharp decreases in the numbers of public employees were gradually counterbalanced by the growing numbers of people in the culture sector in a diverse scale of statuses that range from self-employed to employees in non-profit and private (and privatised, e.g. publishing) business sectors; part-time employment is on the increase. A growing number of people take the risk of pursuing artistic occupations beyond levels that was not conceivable within the frames of strict employment planning. With the advancement of technologies, large numbers of new type jobs came about connected to culture industries. Taken these factors all together, the share of culture-related occupations has reached and surpassed the pre 1989-levels.

68. The position of culture in the area of employment still reflects a conservative structure. Too many people are employed in too few, mostly public institutions. Since, on the other hand, the numbers of independent, self employed culture professionals, or of people that occupy part time or other flexible jobs, have grown slowly, the overall contingent of workers in or for culture remains below the European average.

69. The ambivalent legal, fiscal (and social) status of independent professionals restrains the growth of the creative sector.

70. Conceptual and methodological uncertainties and other shortcomings of the statistical apparatuses prevent from getting reliable figures about those working in the independent sector, let alone in the creative economy.

71. The advances of the global cultural offer undercut domestic industries, especially in film and music, sharply reducing the employment opportunities there.

72. Innovative ways of employing culture professionals – e.g. in extracurricular school activities – are little explored. |
19. Governance in culture

58. As the control of the communist party, manifested partly through state administration, disappeared, culture institutions and organisations have enjoyed greater level of autonomy and freedom.

59. Several new forms of institution appeared, some of them combining public and private, non-profit and business features, offering opportunity for corporate (collective) leadership and control.

60. The principle of arm's length governance was greeted from the outset and has been applied in a number of forms, especially in the mechanisms of distributing public grants. The Soros foundations, established across the region, had an important role by demonstrating the model of distributing grants on the basis of clear criteria, involving experts.

61. There have been successful examples of involving stakeholders in culture policy decisions and implementation, either ad hoc or in more institutionalised forms.

73. Outdated governance models depending on the whims of bureaucrats and formal leaders of cultural institutions prevail. This results in poor strategic planning and lack of consistency in policies pursued on every level. Exemplary practices of corporate governance are rare, formal (fake), or simply non-existent. The majority of the few arm’s length funding agencies are also inefficient. Structures of professional autonomy of culture operations are often parodies of accountable self-government. Where autonomy exists, it often takes the form of unaccountable, feudalistic autonomies, instead of offering managerial and programme security to cultural operators.

74. As the other side of the coin, culture operators demonstrated limited trust towards the authorities at almost every level, including the institutions of the European Union – this was especially sensed in the early phases.

75. The scarcity of efficient, stable or innovative governing structures of culture organisations is, however, not a broadly recognised, claimed and discussed deficit on behalf of the professionals or the public.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20. Cultural management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62. The absence of management skills that are needed for adapting to new market conditions soon began to be addressed. By now, the training programmes of formal and non-formal education and training are on a par with those in the west. Also, where eastern cultural projects interact with their western equivalents (touring, travelling exhibitions, co-ordinated releases of films, books etc) the necessary professionalism has been achieved and prevails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. New standards prevail at most of the cultural spaces, including friendly attitude towards customers, open and welcoming atmosphere, variety of programmes offered for different audiences, flexibility of opening times, well-designed web sites, shops selling cultural items, cafes and bars, as well as other services and facilities providing for the overall comfort and diversity of cultural experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64. Some managers of third sector organisations have demonstrated more innovative and flexible managerial approach than their western colleagues where stable funding and predictable future is secured.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 76. The general level of management is still far from satisfactory. Gap and tensions exist between old and new managers' generations. Average skills and performances in marketing, communication, audience development and fund-raising are inferior to practices in the old democracies. |
| 77. Organisational structures are not reformed to make the operation of cultural organisations more efficient. The majority operate as traditional, hierarchic organisations. |
| 78. Systematic evaluation of the efficiency of public cultural organisations and the assessment of tasks of the employees very seldom takes place. |
| 79. Cultural institutions are slow in changing habits and style in dealing with their customers. The staff is often arrogant, even hostile, towards the visitors; opening hours are inconvenient for the public; programmes are not diverse enough to meet the needs of different audiences; basic facilities, such as cafe or shop in a museum, may be absent, etc. The traditional cultural institutions often cannot compete with the independent organisations, especially for the younger audience. They are reluctant to address their visitors using up-to-date style, language and means of communication; prefer monologue over dialogue; and fail to provide conditions and comfort that have become standard in other public places. |
| 80. A trained cultural manager seldom feels at home in a traditionally structured cultural institution. Many of them, especially the young ones, migrate to the third sector, or to the creative industries, or get involved in the temporary independent projects, such as festivals, exhibitions, etc. instead of contributing to the improvement of the public sector. |
| 21. Education and career of culture professionals | 65. The previous regime offered relative security, and – for the most privileged culture professionals – tangible public benefits like recreation holidays, pensions, procurement of artistic products etc: in some countries considerable elements of that protecting web have survived and still function.

66. Later, induced to a large extent by initiatives in the west (including UNESCO), new pieces of legal guarantees have been created with the aim of greater security and specific treatment for various categories of artists.

67. Art education was one of the priorities in the communist era. Much of the network has survived, and this area produced some early instances of transformation into private businesses. Top institutions have been involved in the global exchanges of talent and creativity.

68. A new type of 'portfolio career' has developed in the cultural sector. Instead of moving up the steps of hierarchical structure, many artists and arts managers are now moving 'horizontally', from one project to another, acquiring experience, skills and reputation reflected in their portfolio. |

|  | 81. The specifics that exist in many cultural occupations – early retirement of dancers, wide-spread self-employment etc. – are insufficiently reflected in legislation. Social security systems leave important groups without sufficient level of protection.

82. Basic level art education continues to lose grounds as local governments place their priorities elsewhere. Government policies also rarely highlight this field.

83. The artist colonies which exist in the field of visual arts cannot replace a more systemic approach which is needed not only for visual artists but also for artists working in other fields. There are few publicly supported art residencies in the modern sense of the word (most of the dachas of artists associations have been closed). |
| 22. Mobility in culture | 69. The administrative obstacles prevailing in the communist period have disappeared, travel and communication facilities have developed, language competencies have widely improved, professional contacts in all sectors have strengthened between west and east, which resulted in large scale cross-border mobility of culture professionals, without being criminalised as being illegal defectors of their countries. The increased level of mobility brought about the transfer of know-how for all sort of culture operators, including administrators and managers. 
70. Access to richer markets has been an opportunity to make a living, get perfection or add eastern flavour to productions for a great number of cultural actors, especially musicians. Many eastern artists have made it to the top of the global hierarchies.
71. Mobility is present on another dimension as well – some cultural operators change their jobs from the civil sector to public cultural institutions or to public authorities; some others establish their own enterprises; even some persons from business field move to non-profit cultural sector.
72. Overcoming the leanest transition period, more and more opportunities for artistic residencies have opened in the 24 countries, the majority of them engaged in trans-border mobility, too.
73. The east-east dimension of mobility has lately also reached a level that is near normalcy, partly thanks to western countries, operations and projects, including the European Commission. |
|---|---|
|  | 84. Visa and employment restrictions harshly curtail the mobility of culture operators in the majority of these countries. 
85. Mobility has – in spite of old and new obstacles – been mainly taking place with its focus on the developed west. In a few areas this has produced brain drain symptoms: the most talented culture actors leave their home country for good. 
86. Besides physical mobility (moving house), modern technology allows for hidden virtual brain drain, too: more and more cultural workers work for distant employers, mainly multinationals, from home. 
87. At the same time inter-regional connections, co-operation and movement have weakened or disappeared. 
88. Citizens of the easternmost countries are largely excluded from the main flows of cultural co-operation and exchange. They become increasingly isolated, which gives rise to greater ethnocentrism. |
RECOMMENDATIONS
and
CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE REFLECTION AND ACTION

1) Recommendation: Provide more central position for culture

The potentials of culture should be better exploited to achieve more success, recognition and satisfaction for the citizens and communities of our countries; culture must be better integrated in the various development strategies on every level, from the national down to local communities.

Considerations for further reflection and action:

- Exploit culture as a source for new ideals, inspiration, guidance and wisdom for the community.
- Change the image of culture: make it more dynamic and future oriented.
- Explore the economic, social and educational functions: this will reinforce the political standing of culture and culture policies.
- Find ways of convincing everyone about the role of culture in the fullness of life, spotlight attractive models.
- Highlight cultural strengths and successes specific to the place (country, city etc.)
- Use the media, whenever possible, to advocate culture; co-ordinate culture and media (especially audio-visual) policies as close as possible.
- Demonstrate the economic value of culture, highlight its dynamism, relate its potentials to other sectors (e.g. agriculture); focus on the challenges posed for culture industries by the economic crisis.
- Co-ordinate culture policy with tourism and development agencies.
- Co-ordinate cultural actions with those of social policy; enter culture into complex social and employment programmes.
- See to it that cultural awareness and expression (the 8th key competence of the EU) was an integral part of all forms of life long learning, especially school education.
2) **Recommendation: Link cultural change with the needs of society**

The cultural habits, requirements, deficits and involvement of all groups of citizens, communities must be regularly monitored, and findings should be fed in the processes of policy-making.

Considerations for further reflection and action:

- Increase efforts on eradicating mass cultural poverty; adapt policies and measures to specific groups that are least affected by culture.
- Keep the traditional democratisation of culture (improving access) on the agenda; monitor its goals and conditions.
- Apply and monitor projects of free (or reduced price) access to cultural products and services.
- Find target groups most in need for special treatment (minorities, recent job losers, the old etc.)
- Advocate the new paradigm of cultural democracy, support participation and empowerment.
- Acknowledge and support citizens’ cultural activities organised for their own satisfaction.
- Make reaching and diversifying audiences a primary criterion at supporting and evaluating culture operations.
- Stop further erosion of arts education for children.

3) **Recommendation: Look for new guidelines in the modernisation of cultural policies**

Priorities and objectives should be identified more on the basis of facts and analysis; routine should give way to permanent willingness for improvement and renewal of policy goals.

Considerations for further reflection and action:

- Seek balance between identity and pride on the one hand, and respect, tolerance and interculturalism on the other, in cultural policy orientations.
- Do not divide culture into profit making commercial and valuable genres to be protected from the economy: these are harmful stigmas.
- Advocate the catalyst role of culture in boosting economic creativity and promote realisations of this principle (e.g. creative clusters);
- Treat boosting citizens’ spending on culture as a policy goal and monitor it accordingly; study the impacts of global economic crisis on private expenditure, define and take eventual measures.
- Make raising business and individual contributions to culture a policy goal; invent or adopt incentive measures and rewarding mechanisms, and monitor their effects.
- Exploit the urban development potentials of culture institutions as social agoras, support their functioning as debate centres.
- Enhance the better and diversified use of existing cultural infrastructure; see to it that public cultural institutions act as catalysts and infrastructure for creativity.
- Exploit the capacity of culture in reinforcing, keeping or creating neighbourhood and other communities – cells of a healthy society.
4) **Recommendation: Establish a broad alliance for culture**

Stakeholders should be identified and valued in the processes of planning, providing resources and implementing; NGOs, sponsors, donors, international partners, media, and citizens at large should be promoted into associates and allies.

**Considerations for further reflection and action:**

- Seek chances to liaise with other sectors (education, development etc.) in the implementation of policies; promote transfer of knowledge and skills between sectors.
- Foster participation in policy making and execution: apply permanent and ad hoc councils, peer evaluation and judgment etc.
- Prevent wastage of resources by involving a broad spectrum of stakeholders in the decision making about investments.
- Establish partners’ relationship with professional associations in culture as well as representative bodies of the civil society.
- Collaborate with advocacy and match-making organisations, use their potentials in guiding private support for culture.
- Focus on able personalities: empower local leaders, train and reward capable culture operators, involve willing artists.
- Raise the profile of volunteering, help it become more organised, fitting into related regulations (e.g. labour laws).

5) **Recommendation: Open up to the wider world of culture**

Cultural patrimony, local pride and distinctiveness of east and central Europe should be capitalised on by relating them to global achievements; comfortable provincialism should be combatted on every level.

**Considerations for further reflection and action:**

- Combine cultural legacy with up-to-date features when shaping the identity of a place or community.
- Use the power of culture (and the media) to enhance inclusion and intercultural competence.
- Provide preferential treatment to authentic folklore and tradition in artistic and commercial uses.
- Archive and save endangered surviving classic folklore.
- Be generous towards non-dominant cultures at policy goals and implementation; combat ghettoisation of minority cultures, prevent their isolation from everyday social practices.
- Promote the export of culture goods and services.
- Acknowledge the vital importance of exchange of experiences of culture operators and keep promoting mobility.
- Explore the values of east-east cohesion, exploit the advantages of collaboration in the region, increase east-east mobility.
- Intensify the struggle against travel restrictions of culture operators.
6) **Recommendation: Improve professional skills in the cultural sector**

Techniques in planning and implementing policies must be upgraded; more professionalism is needed at defining and evaluating target and impact, at communicating tasks and assessing realisation; maximum transparency should be observed at all times.

Considerations for further reflection and action:

- Encourage evaluation of output and impact; define principles, choose techniques for the assessment and keep improving them.
- Sharpen cultural policy targets, establish clear criteria of success, define the desired outcome and impact precisely.
- Build planning decisions on evidence; encourage the elaboration of reliably comparable international (European) benchmarks in cultural policies, especially on financing.
- Promote conceptual, statistical as well as practice oriented research and exchange of information about policies and planning of culture.
- Set output and audience oriented criteria for receiving public funding, apply corresponding accounting system.
- Reduce instances of zero option and close shops; increase instances of alternatives and competition.
- Apply full transparency at every level and stage of planning, spending and accounting; use the Internet; make attempts at uniform reporting; encourage and respect open platforms, including the media.
- Follow the principles of subsidiarity: do not concentrate decision making too high.
- Improve the techniques and assist the actors of local strategy making and planning.
- Diversify funding schemes; see to it that they cater for different (and justifiable) needs.
- Control bureaucratic formalities, promote able personalities, value skills and achievement in building local culture.
- Insist on public-friendly cultural administration, combat bureaucratic dirigism.
- Emphasise client friendly attitudes and proper entrepreneurial skills at cultural institutions.
- Assess and reward culture institutions according to their suitability to serve local community.
- Improve, adapt and monitor legislation affecting the status and conditions of jobs in culture.
- Explore new forms of employment, adapted to creative and cultural activities; promote and protect flexible forms of occupation (including self-employment); demand the harmonisation of employment statistics across Europe;
- Acknowledge and reward outstanding cultural management performance.
- Foster the professionalisation of education of artists and culture operators, incorporate policy issues, ethical considerations etc. into their training.
- Keep management training in arts education up-to-date and adapted to the future needs of the students.
7) **Recommendation: Invest in excellence**

Personalities, products, institutions and projects that promise to bring success for their place deserve preferential treatment; the means to identify and nurture talent should be permanently upgraded.

**Considerations for further reflection and action:**

- Give priority to quality over quantity, on the long run excellence really matters.
- Measure excellence to more independent scales than own local rating and desires.
- Be brave and take risks at supporting new talent – in the frames of responsible accountability.
- See to it that excellence could thrive at home and enrich own environment besides finding fame at distant places.
ANTHOLOGY OF GRAPHS THAT HIGHLIGHT EAST EUROPEAN FEATURES

This collection of graphs does not claim to provide exhaustive factual illustration about the strengths and weaknesses of culture and cultural policies in east Europe. What it illustrates best is the misery of relevant data, especially information that is collected along the same – or partially harmonised – principles across countries. It is proverbial among specialists how different the simplest concepts (like theatre, festival, book etc.) applied on the national scenes are. The efforts of Unesco and of the Council of Europe – especially in the frames of the project on the Compendium of cultural policies – have not yet arrived at establishing solid grounds for reliable and sustainable gathering of cultural statistics. Eurostat would be better suited for the task, except that it has not got the mandate, and that – by definition – it can collect data from EU member countries only. The same applies to Eurobarometer, which, after all, is the most regular source of data that can provoke thinking on the cultural specifics of east Europe.

Under such conditions one must rely on random collections. In this spirit the following string of graphs is rather a set of *objets trouvés* than a systematic compilation to serve for evidence to the statements and recommendations about culture in the post-communist countries. The diagrams have been processed from the original sources in search of east European peculiarities. That was the bias in the search: the selection was based on the distinctive power of the information on the characteristics of Eastern Europe.

All diagrams originate from EU institutions, which non-members will find particularly frustrating. It is indeed disheartening that Russia, Ukraine or Serbia are absent from this anthology. We are obliged to interpolate to the rest of the region, from what the graphs imply on the basis of the few countries involved.

For easy reading, a uniform presentation is followed, applied for the newsletters of the Budapest Observatory. The post-communist countries are distinguished by colour from the rest.

The collection misses the interpretation of the diagrams, and there are no direct references to the corresponding parts in the text of the background document. In most cases the “message” of the graph is obvious, even if sometimes offering surprises. Where, on the other hand, there is no unambiguous interpretation, the conclusion is left to the reader (and the participants of the conference).
## COUNTRY CODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-E</td>
<td>East Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-W</td>
<td>West Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td>Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Malta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Graph 1  Cultural consumption expenditure of the households. Left column: €/day; right column: % of spending.

Average cultural expenditure per household, 1999. (Computed from annual cultural expenditure in PPS - purchasing power standard; and as % of total expenditure)

Graph 2  Households with Internet access at home.

Source: Urban Audit, 2004
Percentage of households with Internet access at home
Graph 3  Annual export of CD-s per inhabitant.

External trade in CDs for each EU country, 2006. (Euro, divided by population.)

Graph 4  Number of annual tourist nights per inhabitant.

Source: Urban Audit, 2004
Number of tourist overnight stays in registered accommodation per year per resident population
Graph 5  The proportion of people who said that the life they live does NOT allow them to feel fulfilled.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA1.1 To what extent would you say that the life you live allows you to feel fulfilled in your private life? (Not very fulfilled, plus Not at all fulfilled.)

Graph 6  People who believe in western values instead of European ones.

Source: Eurobarometer 69, Spring 2008
QD4.2 For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you strongly agree, tend to agree, tend to disagree or strongly disagree? There are no common European values, only global western values. (Strongly agree plus somewhat agree.)
Graph 7  Share of people for whom globalisation is a threat to the national culture.

![Graph 7](chart7.png)

Source: Eurobarometer 69, Spring 2008

QA47a.6 For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree. Globalisation represents a threat to our national culture. (Strongly agree plus somewhat agree.)


Graph 8  Share of people for whom the EU is a threat of losing their cultural identity.

![Graph 8](chart8.png)

Source: Eurobarometer 69, Spring 2008

QA14 What does the European Union mean to you personally? (Loss of our cultural identity.)

**Graph 9** Percentage of citizens that wanted cultural policy to be added to the common European agenda, rather than leaving it to the national governments.

Source: Eurobarometer 69, Spring 2008
QA39 In your opinion, which aspects should be emphasized by the European institutions in the coming years? [http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/eb/eb69/eb69_part3_en.pdf](http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/eb/eb69/eb69_part3_en.pdf)

**Graph 10** Culture is associated to literature by this many people.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA2 Please tell me what comes to mind when you think about the word “culture”. (Literature, poetry, playwriting, authors) [http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_278_en.pdf](http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_278_en.pdf)
Graph 11  Culture is associated to civilisation.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA2 Please tell me what comes to mind when you think about the word "culture".

Graph 12  Culture is associated to manners and life style.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA2 Please tell me what comes to mind when you think about the word "culture".
Graph 13: This many people went to theatre in the past year. Left column: never; right column: more than five times.

Graph 14: People who went to cinema in the past year. Left column: never; right column: more than five times.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA4.3 How many times in the last twelve months have you been to the theatre? (Never in the last twelve months – more than five times.)

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA4.2 How many times in the last twelve months have you been to the cinema? (Never in the last twelve months – more than five times.)
**Graph 15** Those who have read a book in the past year.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007

QA5 I am going to read out a list of artistic activities. Please tell me if, in the last twelve months, you have either on your own or as a part of an organised group or classes read a book? (At least once)


**Graph 16** People who watched a cultural programme on television or listened to such a programme on the radio. Left column: never; right column: more than five times.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007

QA4.9 How many times in the last twelve months have you watched a cultural programme on TV or listened to such a programme on the radio? (Never in the last twelve months – more than five times.)

Graph 17  People who have played music in the past twelve months.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA5 I am going to read out a list of artistic activities. Please tell me if, in the last twelve months, you have either on your own or as a part of an organised group or classes played a musical instrument? (Not in a professional way – amateur activities)

Graph 18  People who have written something in the past year.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007
QA5 I am going to read out a list of artistic activities. Please tell me if, in the last twelve months, you have either on your own or as a part of an organised group or classes written something (a text, a poem, etc.)? (At least once)
Graph 19  Those who admitted not having done cultural activity in the past twelve months.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007

QA5 I am going to read out a list of artistic activities. Please tell me if, in the last twelve months, you have either on your own or as a part of an organised group or classes …? (None of the eight options read out.)

Graph 20  Motivation for language learning. Left column: to get a job abroad; right column: for one’s own satisfaction.

Source: Special Eurobarometer report 278. European cultural values, Spring 2007

QA22 What would be your main reasons for learning or improving another language? (To be able to work in another country, and: For personal satisfaction)
Graph 21  The share of cultural workers in the workforce.

Cultural employment in total employment, 2005

Graph 22  The percentage of parttime workers among cultural employees.

Cultural employment in total employment, 2005. % of workers in cultural employment with part-time jobs.
Graph 23  Those who linked their holiday to culture (and/or religion).

Source: Flash EB Series #258, Survey on the attitudes of Europeans towards tourism, Spring 2009
Q6. What was the major motivation for your main holiday trip in 2008? (Culture and religion. Base: those who went on at least one holiday trip during 2008. With age groups.)

Graph 24  Those for whom art and cultural heritage constitute major tourism attraction.

Source: Flash EB Series #258, Survey on the attitudes of Europeans towards tourism, Spring 2009
Q20. From the following attractions, please choose the one that has the major influence on your choice of destination? (Art + cultural heritage. With age groups.)
Graph 25  Proportion of students in favour of strict selection at higher education.

Source: Flash Eurobarometer # 260, 'Students and Higher Education Reform 09, Spring 2009
Q1A. I would like to ask you a few questions on your opinion about the higher education system in general. Which statement do you agree with more? (Only the very best student should have the right to study.)

Graph 26  Proportion of students in favour of strict selection by universities.

Source: Flash Eurobarometer # 260, 'Students and Higher Education Reform 09, Spring 2009
Q1B. I would like to ask you a few questions about the higher education system in general. Which statement do you agree with more? (Universities should have the right to select students which match their profile.)